
Your web3 gaming developer tooling can also be decentralized
Empower your gaming devs with key infrastructure advantages:

Improve the web3 player experience



Optimized RPC services balanced across all 
major regions, ensuring playability despite 
network spikes.

Boost trust in your game platform
 

Equip developers with RPC for minting game 
items on-chain, liquidity asset management 
and dynamic game economies.

Connect to unlimited private endpoints



Speed up new chain support to serve your 
game developers, ensuring decentralization 
and redundancy for developer trust.

Customized pricing and support



Flexible plans for diverse tooling needs, 
enabling predictable infrastructure costs at 
scale. 

Sign Up Now

Experience The Portal Decentralizing 
Your Developer Tools.

Developer

Check out the latency and 
reliability for games. Test 
with the market's highest 
request limit, no TPS.

Free Testing
Team

For growing development 
tooling usage, scale as you 
need it with the support to 
get you there.

Pay as you go
Enterprise

Designed for high volume 
requests with everything 
you need to support 
millions of players globally.

Get a Quote

Affordable Pricing Plans for Your Web3 Needs

Trusted by

“Portal nodes have been consistently servicing between 100 to 1200 
million daily RPC relays for DFKchain, thus offering Crystalvale players 
enhanced redundancy and superior game reliability. Almost every DFK 
player has at one point or another used Portal’s RPCs.”

Frisky Fox

Founder of DeFi Kingdoms

Why choose the Portal?
The Portal is your cheat code to offering performant RPC to games devs

#1

33+

20k+

Decentralized RPC provider

Multichain Support

Nodes Across Regions

UNRIVALED PERFORMANCE

EFFORTLESS INTEGRATION

DECENTRALIZATION AND RELIABILITY

Enjoy low latency RPC and consistently high 
uptime for seamless in-game transactions 
and ultra-smooth gaming experiences even 
when TPS moons unexpectedly.

Keeping up with the latest chains, with new 
networks supported every week, enables 
game developers to adjust their strategies 
quickly as needed.

Boost your game development  with our truly 
decentralized protocol, featuring thousands 
of globally distributed nodes for optimal 
decentralization and usability

Enhance the capabilities of your game development 
platform by seamlessly integrating a multi-chain RPC 

solution crafted for Web3 gaming

Empowering game developers with a seamless 
RPC designed for decentralized gaming

Start Powering Your Game Platform with The Portal

https://www.portal.pokt.network/?utm_medium=sales&utm_source=document&utm_campaign=portal-growth&utm_content=gaming-onepager&utm_term=signupnow
https://meetings.hubspot.com/waseem11

